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A Walk on the Wild Side

I

n this issue of Odyssey we include a

it “right” – if indeed there is such a concept

short story which is unusual even by our

as “right”!

planets, and I will be writing a short story.
We will also be delighted to welcome

normal standards! Professor Rolf Hughes

of Stockholm University of the Arts provides

We also have Terry Don writing more on

back the well-known science fiction author

us with an extraordinary analogy of the

his “Stumbling Blocks on the Way to Mars”.

Stephen Baxter. He writes about the council

experience of space flight from an entirely

John Silvester gives us three book reviews,

member for the BIS Scottish branch from

different perspective.

including one of Michael Carroll’s book in

the 1960s, John Macvey who wrote a book

Springer’s “Science and Fiction” series and

called How We Will Reach The Stars. He

Odyssey readers will no doubt be familiar

another of a further Haynes Manual by David

doesn’t as much review the book but tells a

with Metamorphosis, the modern classic of

Baker. He has also given us a glimpse at

story about it and the man behind it. This is

German literature by Franz Kafka – see for

Gresham College’s lectures. Richard Hayes

an exceptional article which I know you will

yourselves how this forms the basis for Rolf’s

also gives us another look at the art of Alex

all enjoy reading,... next time.

exceptional story.

Storer.

Following in the same vein, Richard Hayes

In the next issue Terry Don will be continuing

To take us into a totally different Odyssey, I

develops the idea in his regular Radical

his series on the problems of man getting

introduce Rolf Hughes story It.

Vectors column. Not everyone will see

to Mars. Richard Hayes will be devoting his

reality in the same way, which leaves us

Radical Vectors column to some of the more

Terry Henley FBIS

wondering who, if anyone, has actually got

unexpected consequences of colonizing other

Editor, Odyssey

ne morning, as it awoke from

at the passing clouds. It was developing

back some sort of peace and order. The sky

buzzing dreams, it found itself

a headache – its thoughts were decidedly

sped by and the air became colder still.

ascending at a dizzying rate. It

fuzzy. Drops of rain sped by. It felt a slight

For now, take pleasure in reading this issue.

It by Rolf Hughes

O

lay on its back, and if it lifted its head a little

itch on its belly, raised itself slowly up on its

There was a loud thump. It rubbed its head

it could feel the air rushing past as it was

back towards the headboard so that it could

against the carpet. An attack of dizziness.

hauled up and away, high into and then

tilt its head. There was the itch. It saw that it

Brown fluid escaped from its clattering

beyond earth’s atmosphere. Its bedding slid

was covered with a spatter of tiny white spots.

mouthparts, flowed over the edge of the
basket and dripped, down towards the earth

away and its many legs, pitifully thin, waved
about helplessly as it looked at the retreating

When it tried to feel the place with one of its

surface of the planet below.

legs, it drew it back quickly, overcome by an

below.

icy shudder. It was way below freezing and

When it awoke from a deep sleep, the sky

Above its bed hung a picture that it had

hairy ice crystals were appearing. Half past

was pitch dark. It felt fully rested. But the

recently gnawed from an illustrated magazine

six. Its hands quietly moving forwards. More

dawning sun was climbing palely over a

and housed in a nice, gilded frame. It showed

like quarter to seven. The clock was slowing

bowed blue horizon, meeting the clouds as

a woman fitted out with a fur hat and fur boa

down or squirming. Was that a cautious

spattering white opacities on a dirty window

sitting upright, raising a heavy fur muff that

knock at the bed’s head board? Or the

pane. It pushed itself over to the edge of

covered the whole of her lower body. Above

headache playing tricks?

the balloon’s basket, feeling its way clumsily
with its long antennae which could smell,

was a huge, white balloon, its thin, bulging
polythene membrane pumped tight with

The first thing it wanted to do was move away

taste and feel what was happening. Minus

helium.

from the clock. It needed to get the lower part

thirty-three degrees. A relative humidity of ten

of its body out of bed, but it tried to get the

percent. Earth had been replaced by haze.

Rising above the dirt and particles suspended

top out first. It lay there, its breath escaping

in the lower atmosphere, it gazed blankly

from its chest as if total stillness might bring
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leaned towards the lens and waited for an

It would often lie on its back the whole night

movement implied. It could not understand

indication as to whether it was being recorded

through, neither sleeping nor fully awake,

how, in its weakening condition, it had

or not. The atmosphere and the pressure

scratching at motes of dust for hours on end.

climbed the wall. It concentrated on crawling

were now those of Mars – an average of

Or it might go to all the effort of climbing up

back down, a task so time-consuming and

minus fifty degrees Celsius. Any body would

onto the rim and leaning over as far as it dared

laborious it barely registered the explosion

struggle to function under such conditions.

to stare out at space. It used to feel a great

when the balloon finally burst, spilling its

The headache was so intense it was

sense of freedom doing this, but now it was

cargo at the very limits of gravity.

distorting its vision.

more of a habit, for what it actually saw in this
way was becoming less distinct every day.

“What now?”, it asked the surrounding

Half suffocating, it watched with bulging eyes

It used to curse the bowed blue curves of a

darkness. “Am I falling or ascending?” It

as its metabolism started to freeze and night

once familiar planet, but now it could not see it

could no longer move and its entire body was

returned. Time appeared to behave differently

at all, and if it had not known that it had once

aching, but the pain seemed to be steadily

at this altitude. Its eyes glittering with

lived there, that planet filled with liquids and

getting weaker and weaker. It would likely

pleasure, it gazed at the approaching stars.

soft edibles, it could have thought that it was

soon disappear altogether. Peace in our time.

gazing at a barren waste where the grey sky

It noticed the camera lens hovering opposite

and the grey planets mingled inseparably.

its face, and acknowledged its audience with

Every other day would be spent struggling

a grimace. Light slowly bleached everything

for breath at the edge of the basket. Its

in dazzling brilliance.

metabolism was perhaps giving up the

As vision deteriorated, it stared increasingly

ghost. It could not concentrate for very long.

at the picture on the wall of the woman in fur.

Whenever its head would fall wearily on its

It raised itself and pressed itself against the

Far below, as dawn rose over an old city in

chest, it would pull it up again with a start.

glass. It held it firmly, cool on its hot belly.

Europe, a woman eased herself from the

The silent camera followed every movement.

It wanted to absorb it. The rushing void of

heavy layers of artificial furs on her bed,

space was swallowing everything. It was

stretched her still supple body, walked to the

amazed at the great distances that every

window, and let in the fresh morning air.

Increasingly, time revolved around the camera.

Radical Vectors: Richard Hayes FBIS
Sees Things a Different Way
“I’ve not yet made up my mind whether every vagary or mental aberration
should be given the name of insanity.”

O

Erasmus, In Praise of Folly, 1511

ur motto “From Imagination to

In a sense, de Quincey’s florid prose,

Reality” tends to assume that we all

taking full advantage of the ornate style of

imagine things in the same way –

writing which so often featured in the early

that we all equally perceive how proposals for

nineteenth century, gives a good impression

spaceflight and interstellar travel, or images

of the consequences, both positive and

of what we might find in the depths of space,

negative, of excessive drug-taking, at least

may eventually translate into reality. But that

for those of us who are fortunate enough not

might not be the case.

to be addicts.

Some people see the world differently

Speaking of the intellectual pleasures arising:

from the rest of us, either temporarily

“Here were the hopes which blossom in

or permanently, which may give them a

the paths of life, reconciled with the peace

perspective on reality which could enhance

which is in the grave; motions of the intellect

their appreciation of what existence is all

as unwearied as the heavens, yet for all

about. Or it could be totally deceptive, and

anxieties a halcyon calm: a tranquillity

they are living in a fantasy.

that seemed no product of inertia, but as if
resulting from mighty and equal antagonisms:

No doubt the commonest context for such

infinite activities, infinite repose.”

Distorted reality. This edition published by
Corgi Books 1974.

main character comes increasingly under the

experiences is the taking of drugs. We see it in

effect of this psychedelic world-view.

The Confessions of an English Opium-Eater,

The perception of the world undoubtedly

the autobiographical account of addiction by

changes. The science fiction writer Brian

Thomas de Quincey, published in 1821. His

Aldiss made excellent use of this in his

But this type of dreaming existence is all

feelings on first taking opium are ecstatic:

extraordinary 1969 novel Barefoot in the

too real to the person perceiving it. It has

“Oh! heavens! what a revulsion! what an

Head. In the aftermath of the Acid-Head

been said that Aldiss based his novel on

upheaving, from its lowest depths, of the inner

War, much of Europe is devastated by long-

the style of James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake

spirit! what an apocalypse of the world within

term hallucinogenic drugs which have been

from 1939. This exceptionally difficult work

me!...Here was a panacea...for all human

released as chemical aerosols. As a result,

may be seen as an attempt to reproduce a

woes: here was the secret of happiness, about

many people cannot distinguish delusions

dream world through linguistic experiment. It

which philosophers had disputed for so many

from reality, and part of the genius of Aldiss’

is unorthodox, to say the least, in its peculiar

ages, at once discovered...”

writing is the alteration of language as the

use of the English language, but nevertheless
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gives a lasting impression of an unusual way

but here not only the world of the drug users but

of looking at the world around us.

also of others they involve in their fantasies.

The key element of this is the use of a “stream

In the extreme, our minds may be incapable

of consciousness” approach to writing,

of understanding the true nature of the

where the narration describes the writer’s

universe anyway. Barry N Malzberg’s 1972

flow of thoughts through a main character,

novel Beyond Apollo describes the account

or sometimes as a form of internalised

of an astronaut returning from Venus, whose

monologue. We are told what the person is

reports on what went wrong with the mission

thinking, as opposed to just the events going

are increasingly inconsistent with one another.

on in his or her “outside” world. There is no

His human perception is not adequate to the

need to base the thought process on what

true situation. Or perhaps he, like the narrator

might be happening under the influence of

in Kuttner’s story, may be insane.

drugs or other intoxicants – this is just how the

But insane by
whose standards?

person concerned sees the world.
Joyce used this to great effect in his earlier

Psychologists tend to treat fixed beliefs which

1922 novel Ulysses, and we see it being

are unusual in the culture to which a person

applied in other classic works of literature

belongs as delusions. Such beliefs tend to

from around the same period with Virginia

be held despite evidence or arguments to the

Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway, or William Faulkner’s
The Sound and the Fury. That is not to say
that the whole novel must necessarily be
written in this style, but it adds to the overall

contrary, and often indicate mental illness.
A different reality? This edition published by
Penguin Books 1986. Cover illustration
by Tom Stimpson.

appreciation of how a character is thinking.
approach can be seen in the 1998 comedy

An abnormal way of looking at the world by
the standards of the rest of us, if persistent,
suggests that the person needs treatment to
try to get them to conform to our norms. But
that assumes that the rest of us, even though

This intense expression of how someone

film The Truman Show – in that case, a

perceives the world may sometimes be

constructed reality is the basis for a popular

startlingly different to our own. In the

television show. An advantage of this style of

hands of writers of science fiction, it can

writing is that questions can be asked about

The eighteenth century philosopher George

be used effectively. Henry Kuttner’s highly

the real world – and not necessarily answered.

Berkeley developed a philosophy which is still

effective 1953 short story De Profundis

we are by definition “normal”, are also “right”
in what we perceive.

regarded as controversial by many today. It

is a man’s account of being contacted,

But fiction which has not been written with

suggests that the everyday objects we see

indeed persecuted, by aliens. But he is in

any basis of a “stream of consciousness” may

around us exist only in the mind of the person

a sanatorium for the insane – is he actually

still question whether there are other ways

perceiving them, and so do not exist unless

insane, or are the events he perceives going

of looking at the world around us. Dick, an

they are perceived. One immediately sees the

on around him true? And who is to say what

acknowledged master at expressing such

possible link with modern quantum physics,

is true and what is not?

concepts, achieved precisely this in his 1957

where a surprisingly similar conclusion is

story Eye in the Sky, creating a series of

reached, but for present purposes the key

Philip K Dick presented a disturbing analysis of

alternate worlds, verging on the neurotic, to

point is that what is in the mind is what may

the nature of reality in his 1959 novel Time Out

ask whether the human race is really what it

determine what is “real”.

Of Joint, where the main character appears

believes itself to be. And in his later 1974 novel

to exist inside a world constructed specifically

Flow My Tears the Policeman Said, drugs again

And, just possibly, one person’s view might be

to protect (or imprison?) him. Elements of this

affect the way in which the world is perceived,

as valid as anyone else’s. A disturbing thought.

Richard Hayes FBIS thinks about Trade

I

n an Odyssey webpost, I suggested that

science fiction stories focus on trade as

The Day the Earth Stood Still back in 1951.

the driving force behind interplanetary and

the lifeblood of galactic travel. In tales

But they may just want to come here to do

interstellar exploration will, most likely, be

such as The Three-cornered Wheel from

business – we might represent quite a market

the urge to make a profit. It’s such a basic

1963, humans move around the stars and

for an enterprising alien species.

feature of Western civilization, which is likely

planets, sometimes finding resistance to their

to stand at the cutting edge of technology

presence and sometimes being welcomed,

And frankly, would we really be worth

for the foreseeable future, that any other

but always on the basis of making some

conquering? All that trouble and effort, for

impetus, such as the desire to merely explore

serious cash.

very little benefit to a truly advanced species,
when the prospects of making money,

and make new discoveries, will take a back
seat.

So maybe it could work the other way

however this alien race might perceive it, are

around. Possibly our first contact with aliens

on offer for the indefinite future.

After all, the European empires of the past

could be based on their aggressive wish to

millennium were largely founded on the lust

conquer us, as in the 1996 film Independence

If so, this may be one area where the human

to make money, and there’s no reason why

Day, or because they have some deep and

race, with over ten thousand years of hard

it should stop now. Many of Poul Anderson’s

meaningful message to impart to us as in

and bitter experience, has little to fear.
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Stumbling Blocks on the Way to Mars – Planetary Protection
by Terry Don

I

n the past when I heard the term “Planetary
Protection”, I assumed it referred to
protecting the Earth against bombardment

by Near Earth Objects (NEOs). Recently, and
I put this down to my own ignorance, I have
come to realise that it means protecting sites
on planetary bodies against contamination
by earthly microbes and vice versa. This is
all codified in the UN Outer Space Treaty, or
more formally “Treaty on Principles Governing
the Activities of States in the Exploration and
Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and
Other Celestial Bodies”. The two articles
in the Treaty that affect this discussion are
Articles 6 and 9.

The Outer Space Treaty

Olympus Mons.

Article 6 of the Treaty contains the

down crater walls and also the probability

programme easier, as there would be minimal

statement “the activities of non-governmental

of ice under the surface in other locations,

time lag in guiding vehicles on the surface.

entities in outer space, including the Moon

there has been a rethink of the allowable

This at least is “easier” to do, both technically

and other celestial bodies, shall require

contamination risk in future missions, and

and financially, than landing on the planet.

authorization and continuing supervision by

specifically human ones. This stems from

An alternative is for humans to land in areas

the appropriate State Party to the Treaty”.

the NASA mantra that if we follow the water

where it is almost impossible for any life to

This means that all signatories to the treaty,

then that might lead us to life, whether in the

exist – the top of Olympus Mons comes to

and this includes countries that currently

past or still existing.

mind.

Russia, China, the USA, Europe and India,

Humans are basically a big bag of microbes

However this would be very difficult to do

are responsible for any organisation within

just waiting to be released and because of

technically. In any case it may be difficult

their jurisdiction to comply with the treaty.

this there is now a demand in some quarters

not to contaminate, no matter where you

So if Mr Musk of SpaceX has a plan for a

not to allow humans anywhere near sources

land, as Martian dust storms are sometimes

Mars Transporter (he will give details later

of water on Mars in case of contamination of

known to completely envelop the planet, and

this year), it is subject to US government

possible Martian life. NASA risk criteria state

presumably can carry microbes along with

authorisation.

that there should be less than 1 in a 1000

the dust. Another issue is that Martian dust

chance of contamination of Mars by Earth

contains substantial amounts of perchlorate

microbes. Only suitably cleansed robotic

which is inimical to earth life, so it could be

probes would be allowed near water sources

argued that contamination is a non-issue

until life was discovered or disproved – and

since any microbes we carry would be killed

that could be a very long time, since proving

anyway.

have the technology to get to Mars such as

Article 9 states “States Parties to the Treaty
shall pursue studies of outer space, including
the Moon and other celestial bodies, and
conduct exploration of them so as to avoid
their harmful contamination and also adverse
changes in the environment of the Earth
resulting from the introduction of extraterrestrial matter and, where necessary, shall
adopt appropriate measures for this purpose”.
This means that all signatories must not
contaminate the celestial body or allow it to
contaminate the earth.

Effect on Humans going
to Mars
Up till now, the only fully sterilised missions
to Mars were the two Viking landers and

a negative is very difficult.
It seems to me that on the one hand, all
The irony is that sources of water are exactly

the technical problems of getting to Mars

where humans would want to land in order

are being addressed, but on the other hand

to use the water for survival or as a rocket

there is a lobby, backed by the Outer Space

fuel – i.e. in-situ utilisation, the Holy Grail to

Treaty, saying you cannot go there because

reduce the cost of getting to Mars. For those

you might interfere with Martian life that may

interested in the details, NASA has published

or not exist. Is this the next environmental

their guidelines in a document called “NPI

battleground?

8020.7-NASA Policy on Planetary Protection
Requirements for Human Extra-terrestrial

Of course, the one sure way to avoid a

Missions”.

conflict on this issue would be to forget Mars
until we know a lot more about whether there

possibly the Soviets’ Mars 1 & 2. When no

How Not to Contaminate

signs of life were identified, guidelines were

One way to delay a decision on the

on the Moon – which we know does not

relaxed and all subsequent landers have

contamination problem may be to conduct

have life. In any case the Moon has already

been only deep cleaned, thus allowing more

a much more intensive robotic programme

been “contaminated” by Apollo astronauts

microbes to be present at launch. With recent

on Mars guided by astronauts from orbit or

and would, presumably, not fall foul of the

discoveries of water apparently running

on Phobos. This would make a tele robotics

environmentalists.
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John Silvester FBIS looks at
Gresham College Lecture: Our Future Off Earth

G

resham College is an organisation

the prospects for terraforming Mars. The

that provides free lectures within

lecture moved into more positive territory

the City of London, and has been

when it examined private sector initiatives

doing so for over 400 years. The lectures

to access space, and the many exciting

cover a whole range of subjects. Astronomy

prospects we can look forward to over the

is particularly well featured, and has its own

next few decades.

professor (currently Joseph Silk). Astronautics
however is a topic rarely ventured into, but

The date of the event has now passed (it

this was put right when Professor Impey,

was held on 26 April), but the good news

Distinguished Professor and Deputy Head of

is that it can be downloaded in its entirety,

Astronomy at the University of Arizona, gave

without cost, from the Gresham College

a lecture at the Museum of London entitled

website (http://www.gresham.ac.uk/lectures-

“Our Future Off Earth”.

and-events/our-future-off-earth) along with
all the other college lectures. Members
familiar with the lectures held at BIS

This excellent lecture took a new slant on
a topic perhaps familiar to BIS members,

the Space Station, the retirement of the

Headquarters will find it to be of the same

the apparent malaise in space activities

space shuttle and subsequent inability

high standard, and well worth the effort of

since the Apollo years. It dealt with many

of the United States to put its astronauts

downloading. A free transcript of the event

issues, including the seeming futility of

into space on its own vehicles, and even

can also be accessed.

John Silvester FBIS reviews
SpaceX from the Ground Up by Chris Prophet

M

uch has been written about SpaceX,

NASA launches, so I was interested to

perhaps with good reason, and

read the chapter on how it might pay for its

Chris Prophet provides another

Mars ambitions. The author provides some

contribution in the shape of a small but very

information, which places considerable

readable title.

emphasis on the re-use of rockets to make
the company highly competitive in the space
market.

The author tells us that the book is intended
to explain how SpaceX plans to democratize
space exploration through the implementation

He looks at other revenue raising schemes,

of multiple new technologies, for example

for example, the launch of thousands of

rocket re-usability, orbital refuelling, in-situ

satellites to provide cheap internet access,

resource utilization and the championing of a

commercial passenger revenue and also

more economic approach to launch services.

the use of venture capital funds. Personally,

It opens with a brief look at the prospects for

I remain to be convinced that the billions to

human settlements on the inner planets of the

fund Mars colonization will be as easily come

Solar System, suggesting that Mercury might

by as the book seems to suggest, even taking

be able to sustain a base at its poles, and

into account that the CEO Elon Musk is a

Venus in the upper atmosphere.

very driven person, and has achieved all he
has set out to do so far.

After a discussion about the origins of
SpaceX and what it has achieved so far, the

Illustrated by Andrew Cowley.

main part of the book focuses on Mars. It
has chapters on why SpaceX wants to settle

The author is very passionate about
SpaceX, and so his book exudes optimism,
and is clearly a labour of love. Although

there, how it is preparing to do so, where it

released details of this yet, but the author

slim, and lacking an index, there are large

will launch from, its plans for Mars, and of

says they plan to do so at the International

numbers of website references throughout,

course, most important of all, how all of it will

Astronautical Congress in September 2016.

so there is plenty of follow-up material

be paid for.

It is intended to be a reusable rocket, which

available to read.

will return to the launch site ready for reThe author says that SpaceX plans to build

use.

a huge rocket, known at the moment by the

Chris Prophet is an independent author, and
a list of his other publications can be found

acronym BFR, which will be considerably

SpaceX is of course very reliant for funding

on his website – https://sites.google.com/site/

bigger than Saturn V. Space X have not

at the moment on the money it gets from

prophetknot/
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John Silvester FBIS reviews
On the Shores of Titan’s Farthest Sea by Michael Carroll

I

found it hard to resist the evocative title

ring system. “The spectral colours of the

of this book. It comes from Springer’s

ring particles changed as the ship moved

“Science and Fiction” series, which aims to

over the surface......The floating pebbles

tell fictional stories built around well defined

and ice grains glimmered and sparkled in

scientific ideas. Michael Carroll’s contribution

the sunlight. Thousand mile long tendrils of

to the series takes you on a visit to Earth’s

microscopic particles moved along lines of

intriguing analogue, where a base, the

static electricity just above the ring plain”,

Mayda Research Station, has been built on

and “The sky was dark, a lot like tomato soup

the shores of the methane sea, Kraken Mare.

with Worcestershire sauce mixed in. With the

But even in this remote place the values of

brooding fog, bizarre chemical effects played

the originating planet, Earth still prevail, and

across the sky....”

murder soon enters on to the agenda. It is a
time when Mars has long been terraformed,

In common with the series, Part II of this book

and there are bases on many planetary

delves into the science behind the story, and

moons and asteroids. But on Titan, something

is a very readable and welcome addition.

unusual, the suggestion of a different form

It covers amongst other things asteroid

of life.

mining, the lay of Titan’s surface and the seas
beneath. It also hypothesizes on the prospect

Michael Carroll is the author of some

of life involving the combining of hydrogen

twenty-six science fiction books, and his

and acetylene. One fact I hadn’t known

professionalism shines through in this

Publisher: Springer
ISBN: 9783319177588

intriguing tale. It is a story that keeps
faithfully to the remit of the series, namely
by being bounded by horizons of current

artist, and paints vividly colourful word

scientific fact. The author is also a space

pictures. Here he is describing Saturn’s

before is that Titan’s lakes might actually be
clearer than those on Earth because ethane
and methane are more transparent than
water.

John Silvester FBIS reviews
NASA Hubble Space Telescope 1990
onwards (including all upgrades)

F

orming part of the famous Haynes

amongst other things installed the COSTAR

Manual series, the above book by

corrective optics package. Mission 2 in

David Baker, editor of Spaceflight

1997 installed the Space Telescope Imaging

magazine, is a comprehensive guide to the

System and the Near Infrared Camera and

Hubble Space Telescope. Edwin Hubble is

Multi-Object Spectrometer as well as other

the American astronomer who gave his name

items. The highlight of Mission 3A in 1999

to the telescope, and the book includes a

was the replacement of six gyroscopes,

short chapter on him. There are chapters on

and Mission 3B in 2002 was responsible

each of the five original science instruments,

for the Advanced Camera for Surveys. The

the Faint Object Camera through to the Wide

idea behind the final mission, Mission 4 in

Field/Planetary Camera. It seems hard to

2009, was to ensure that the telescope could

imagine now that they were all originally

remain in service until its replacement is

selected in 1977, and that Hubble was

launched.

launched in 1990. As you would expect the

Publisher: Haynes
ISBN: 9780857337979

book is crammed with colour pictures and cut-

The last human contact with Hubble took

away diagrams. There are two appendices

place on 19 May 2009, and it is now very

in the book. The first deals with the question

much on its own. The telescope is presently

servicing mission, but the reality is that if it

of what astrometry is, and explains that it is

in an orbit from which it is likely to naturally

ever gets used at all it will be to capture the

the oldest recorded science in the world, the

re-enter the atmosphere between 2022 and

vehicle that will send Hubble plummeting to

second looks at the physics of the telescope.

2028. The last servicing mission fitted it with

its death in the atmosphere below.

a Soft Capture Servicing Ring System to
The book covers in detail the five servicing

enable a future spacecraft to dock with it.

A book well worth purchasing, and again very

missions to Hubble. Mission 1 in 1994

Presumably this could be used by a future

reasonably priced at £22.99p.
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Artefact
Richard Hayes FBIS examines the Art of Alex Storer

H

istory is replete with examples of

spear he carries and the fact that he rides

But a more disturbing thought occurs to

the rise and fall of empires. Great

his horse bareback, that his is a primitive

us.  Possibly this is the distant future of our

civilizations that have flourished

society where the technology that created

own Earth. Through some catastrophe at

during their moment in the sun, but then

this artefact has long disappeared.  His

which we can only guess, the human race

declined, leaving only the decaying remains

tribe may know nothing of the beings who

has degenerated into a prehistoric state, and

of their buildings and artefacts, and a few

built it, or perhaps have no more than race

can now only stare with astonishment at what

pages in the history books.

memories which are repeated with awe

once was, little understanding what it may

around their campfires.

have represented, or might yet have been.

Art can enable us to appreciate what it is
like to view the ruined structures of the past,
and to recognise how far we have advanced

Early concept sketch for Artefact by Alex Storer; www.thelightdream.net

since the days of those lost kingdoms. But
science fiction may take a different approach,
giving us glimpses of previous civilizations
that may have been far more advanced than
those which currently hold sway, and of the
sense of wonder as to what they may have
achieved compared to the present state of
knowledge.
Alex’s art takes us to one such place. On
this planet, a lone human approaches the
remains of a vast structure from a bygone
age.  The ancient ruin is shrouded with
the vegetation and decay that comes from
long neglect.  We see from his clothing, the

Artefact by Alex Storer;
www.thelightdream.net
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First Flight by Terry Henley FBIS

I

had waited a very long time for this to

from the Mothership. A short time later we

satellites but it was so thrilling, my heart was

happen, and it wasn’t cheap, but I wanted

were dropped from the modified cargo hold

beating so fast.

to get my name in the record books. I

and then we felt our bodies thrust back into

arrived at the British Spaceport in Devon and

the thick padded seats as the main engine

“We will be landing soon,” the pilot said a

put on my red Virgin one-piece spacesuit and

started and took us into space.

short time later.

taken with Richard Branson alongside the

As I looked out of my window the sky was

We felt the ship do a 180 degree turn so

Mothership, a transformed Boeing 747. Inside

getting darker and darker, below it was a

we were flying backwards and we slowly

was the new spaceship named Enterprise 4,

bright blue, when I looked up again I could

descended through the atmosphere. Within

it would be the sixth time this spaceship had

see stars.

a short time the sky was getting brighter and

with nine other people, we had our photos

brighter. We were now speeding through

been into space. We had no real spacesuit;
if we ran into trouble, well, that was it, but

“We are now in space,” the pilot said over the

the upper atmosphere as our spacecraft got

on this glorious British summer’s morning,

intercom.

lower and lower.

It was now black outside with stars filling the

We heard the wings move back into flight

heavens. I heard a number of clicks then I

position as the craft turned around so we

With photos taken we got aboard our

too pushed the centre of my seat belt and I

were facing the right way to land. As we flew

spaceship and were strapped in. I was in seat

was floating above my seat. It was fantastic,

over Europe we got lower and lower, then we

four and I could look out my window on my

enthralling, what a feeling to be floating in the

crossed the English Channel slowing down,

left side.

air. Everyone was laughing and celebrating,

getting ready to land. Moments later the

we shook each other’s hands and were

wheels dropped and we were on the ground

The pilot and co-pilot climbed aboard and

weightless for several minutes as we headed

coming to a stop, once again to face the

the door was closed and locked. I heard the

around the Earth. The spaceship rolled left

press.

engines of the Mothership start and we were

then right a number of times so we could look

racing down the runway, lifting into the air.

through the windows and see the Earth below

My flight was over, but what a flight it had

We all cheered as we took off and climbed to

and the blackness of space above. But it

been! Would I go again? You bet your life I

our cruising height where we would separate

wasn’t that dark, the light from the sun hid the

would!

this would be the first time the UK Spaceport
would be used to send people into space.

What’s On
New Scientist Live

RISpace 2016

22-25 September 2016

24-27 October 2016

Venue: ExCel, London

Venue: Royal Society, London

Designing Against Space Flight Disaster
7 October 2016, 7.30 pm
Venue: Bath Royal Literary and Scientific Institute, 16-18 Queen Square,
Bath, BA1 2HN

Film - Rocket Night
26 November 2016
Venue: The Gardeners Arms, Vines Lane, Droitwich, WR9 8LU

OS Maps go out of this World

Christmas Get-Together

19 October 2016, 7 - 8.30 pm

7 December 2016, 6.30 - 8.30 pm

Venue: BIS, 27/29 South Lambeth Road, London, SW8 1SZ

Venue: BIS, 27/29 South Lambeth Road, London, SW8 1SZ

A full list of events, with details and registration information can be found online:

www.bis-space.com/whats-on
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